We prove that, in any flavor transition, neutrino oscillation CP violating asymmetries in matter have two disentangled components: i) a CPT-odd T-invariant term, non-vanishing iff there are interactions with matter; ii) a T-odd CPT-invariant term, non-vanishing iff there is genuine CP violation. As function of the baseline, these two terms are distinct L-even and L-odd observables to separately test (i) matter effects sensitive to the neutrino hierarchy and (ii) genuine CP violation in the neutrino sector. For the golden νµ → νe channel, the different energy distributions of the two components provide a signature of their separation. At long baselines, they show oscillations in the low energy region, with zeros at different positions and peculiar behavior around the zeros. We discover a magic energy E = 0.9 GeV at L = 1300 km with vanishing CPT asymmetry and maximal genuine CP asymmetry proportional to sin δ, with δ the weak CP phase. Long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments propagate neutrinos from the source, created as muonic flavor, to the detector through the Earth mantle. The observation of CP violation needs an appearance experiment to a different flavor and the "suppressed" transition to the electronic flavor is favored. The corresponding CP violation asymmetry, defined in terms of the transition probabilities for neutrinos and antineutrinos A CP αβ ≡ P (ν α → ν β ) − P (ν α →ν β ) , is an odd function of L/E, with L the baseline and E the relativistic neutrino energy, iff the propagation takes place in vacuum. Independent of particular theoretical frameworks, this observable is a bona-fide direct proof of CP violation. However, in actual experiments the propagation takes place in matter, which is CP-asymmetric, and a fake CP violation is originated through the different interaction of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos with the electron density of ordinary matter [15, 16] . This complication in the quest for a direct evidence of fundamental CP violation is, however, welcome in order to obtain information on the neutrino mass hierarchy. Due to this combined effect, the generalized attitude in the scientific community has been to take for granted the theoretical framework parametrized in terms of the phase δ of the PMNS mixing matrix, which originates CP violation in this framework, and work its consequences on the global fits to the observable CP asymmetry: a resulting δ value different from 0 or π is taken as evidence of CP violation. Such a methodology is, however, not guaranteeing that the experiment did actually observe CP violation, because any quantity, CP violating or not, sensitive to δ would make this job, like bare transition probabilities.
and the three mixing angles [5] [6] [7] . Besides the fundamental pending questions on the Dirac-Majorana nature of neutrinos and their absolute mass scale, studied by means of other methods, neutrino flavor oscillations have novel challenges for the next generation experiments like T2HK [8] and DUNE [9] . Above all, once known that the three mixing angles are non-vanishing [10] [11] [12] [13] , they should answer whether the lepton sector of elementary particles also incorporates CP violation, opening the door to concepts able to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe through leptogenesis [14] at higher energy scales. A second open problem is the ordering of the neutrino mass spectrum, with the so-called Normal or Inverted Hierarchies associated to the positive or negative sign of ∆m Long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments propagate neutrinos from the source, created as muonic flavor, to the detector through the Earth mantle. The observation of CP violation needs an appearance experiment to a different flavor and the "suppressed" transition to the electronic flavor is favored. The corresponding CP violation asymmetry, defined in terms of the transition probabilities for neutrinos and antineutrinos A CP αβ ≡ P (ν α → ν β ) − P (ν α →ν β ) , is an odd function of L/E, with L the baseline and E the relativistic neutrino energy, iff the propagation takes place in vacuum. Independent of particular theoretical frameworks, this observable is a bona-fide direct proof of CP violation. However, in actual experiments the propagation takes place in matter, which is CP-asymmetric, and a fake CP violation is originated through the different interaction of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos with the electron density of ordinary matter [15, 16] . This complication in the quest for a direct evidence of fundamental CP violation is, however, welcome in order to obtain information on the neutrino mass hierarchy. Due to this combined effect, the generalized attitude in the scientific community has been to take for granted the theoretical framework parametrized in terms of the phase δ of the PMNS mixing matrix, which originates CP violation in this framework, and work its consequences on the global fits to the observable CP asymmetry: a resulting δ value different from 0 or π is taken as evidence of CP violation. Such a methodology is, however, not guaranteeing that the experiment did actually observe CP violation, because any quantity, CP violating or not, sensitive to δ would make this job, like bare transition probabilities.
The present paper represents the restoration of the idea that a direct evidence of symmetry violation means the measurement in a single experiment of an observable odd under the symmetry. The Concept exploited here is based on the fact that genuine and matter-induced CP violation have opposite behaviors [17] under the other discrete symmetries of Time-Reversal T and CPT: whereas genuine CP violation is odd under T and even under CPT, the matter effect is T-even and CPT-odd. Although they are well separated in the effective Hamiltonian, in general they are not in the experimental observables and, in particular, in the CP asymmetry. The ideal way to solve this problem would be the independent measurement of T-odd and CPT-odd asymmetries, but this route requires sources of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos above the muon mass energies, which is at present unavailable for accelerator facilities. As an alternative, our work consists in disentangling these two components, genuine and matter-induced CP violation, in the observable CP asymmetry.
Neutrino oscillations in matter are described through the effective Hamiltonian in the flavor basis [15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 
where the first term describes neutrino oscillations in vacuum and the second one accounts for matter effects. The a parameter is given by a = 2EV , with V the interaction potential and E the relativistic neutrino energy. For antineutrinos, U → U * and a → −a. All neutrino masses (M 2 ) and mixings (Ũ ) in matter, i.e. eigenvalues and eigenstates of H, can be calculated in terms of the parameters in the vacuum Hamiltonian (M 2 , U ) and a. Several analytical approaches have been presented in the literature [23] [24] [25] [26] using approximations based on the hierarchical values of the different parameters. For later purposes in this paper, we have developed [27] a perturbative approach in ∆m The exact Hamiltonian leads to the flavor oscillation probabilities 
where A CPT αβ is T-invariant and vanishes when a = 0, whereas A T αβ is CPT-invariant and vanishes when the flavor mixing is real, corresponding to the CP phase of the PMNS matrix δ = 0, π. The unique rephasing invariant associated to genuine CP violationJ is related to its 
This connection [29] between vacuum and matter is due to the fact that the quantity characterizing CP violation in the flavor basis [30] 
We illustrate in Figure 1 This and other results are produced for the ν µ → ν e channel, using the best-fit mixing parameters from Ref. [5] and assuming Normal Hierarchy, unless otherwise specified. Figure 1 shows that A CPT αβ is even in sin δ, for all a, and vanishes at a = 0, for all δ, whereas A T αβ is odd in sin δ, for all a, as requested by the theorem.
For neutrino propagation through the Earth mantle, valid for terrestrial accelerator neutrinos, the value of the matter potential [32] allows us to write a ≈ 3(E/GeV) ∆m 2 21 . In the energy region between the two MSW resonances, ∆m 2 21 a ∆m 2 31 , valid for both T2HK and DUNE neutrino energy spectra, one may approximate the proportionality factor in Eq.(4) betweenJ in matter and J in vacuum as [27] J ≈ ∆m 
where the proportionality factor is energy dependent through a.
In the following we explore whether, at fixed L through the Earth mantle, the energy distributions of A Besides this additional effect of having in the different energy distribution a signature to separate the two components, all the other properties discussed abovethe slight dependence of A CPT µe on δ due to effects of ∆m This remarkable configuration is well seen in the results presented in Fig.4 , where the two bands of different color -green for A is even in sin δ ∀a, and vanishes at a = 0 ∀δ, whereas A T αβ is odd in sin δ ∀a.
• A CPT αβ , which is slightly dependent on δ at low energies, changes its sign in going from the Normal to the Inverted Hierarchy whereas A T αβ remains the same.
For flavor-diagonal interactions with matter, the genuine CP violation condition in the flavor basis remains the same for the propagation in matter and in vacuum. This implies a well defined proportionality between the genuine CP-odd rephasing-invariant mixings for both cases, the proportionality factor given by energydependent neutrino masses in matter.
The planned experiments for terrestrial neutrinos propagating through the Earth mantle look for the CP asymmetry in the golden channel ν µ L − − → ν e at fixed baselines L and continuum energy spectra E of the neutrino beam. In the search of appropriate signatures for the separation of the two components of the CP asymmetry, we have studied the corresponding energy distributions: they present peculiar differences with oscillatory dependencies on low energies at fixed long baseline.
• The zeros are at different energies for A • In particular, we have discovered a magic configuration around E = 0.9 GeV at L = 1300 km which presents a zero for A CPT µe , independent of δ, and an extremal value for A T µe proportional to sin δ. At this point, A CP µe directly probes genuine CP violation in the lepton sector.
